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The Mercato district, located in the centre of Naples, 
hosts a huge part of the Islamic community of the town. 
The view of the bell tower of the Basilica of Santa Maria del Carmine Maggiore, 
near the mosque, evokes the looks of a minaret. 



Naples has always been a crossroads of people and cultures. 
For centuries, different influences have visually shaped the city and its social 
fabric, making it very open to contaminations and prone to hospitality. 
Specifically, thanks to its geographical position and its University called 
“L’Orientale”, Naples has always been a favorite place for Muslims coming from the 
other shores of the Mediterranean Sea. More: the strong Islamic presence favored, 
in the last decades, a remarkable growth of the conversions among locals. 
This trend became so important that one of the major mosque in town is now run by 
two Italians: the Imam Agostino Yasin Gentile and its president Massimo Abdullah 
Cozzolino. 
The mosque is the one in Piazza del Mercato: today a landmark for the spreading of 
the Islamic culture and a first aid and care centre for migrants. Although in the 
past it has been involved in anti-terrorism investigations. 

(ongoing project)



Fakir Mohammed, an engineering student from Morocco living in Italy for almost twenty years, 
is the vice-coordinator of the Naples section of ANOLF 2g, an association caring about 
integration and rights of the young second generation migrants. 
In the picture, he’s with a fellow student in the cloister of San Pietro Martire, 
headquarters of the Faculty of Liberal Arts at the University Federico II of Naples. 



Massimo Abdallah Cozzolino, a former Franciscan friar with a degree in political science 
and now the president of Islamic Cultural Association Zayd Ibn Thabit. 
With the Neapolitan imam Agostino Yasin Gentile, he has been managing the mosque of Mercato square since 2004.



The mosque of Mercato square, officially: Islamic Cultural Association Zayd Ibn Thabit, is one of the two most important mosques in Naples. 
The place, in the past at the centre of some anti-terrorism investigations, is now a first care centre for migrants, offering legal and sanitary support. It 
offers also a canteen, showers for those in need and it’s a reference for the diffusion of Islamic culture. The Friday prayer here is so crowded, and the 
available room so minimal, that devotees are forced to pray on the street in front of the main entrance of the mosque, temporarily stopping the traffic.



The Friday prayer in the mosque of Mercato square.



Ahmad Amar is Hareth’s younger brother and son of imam Abdallah. 
In the picture, an examination during an Arabic language class in the mosque of corso Arnaldo Lucci. 
Floriana Aisha Vassallo (left) and Claudia Zaynab Barone (right) are two Italians converted to Islam. 



Danilo Alì Marraffino, aka “’O tre”, MC of the Neapolitan hip hop duo “Annurà”, was born in Naples 
and currently studies “Electronic music and sound engineering” at the Cimarosa conservatory in Avellino. 
He converted to Islam about 12 years ago.



Agostino Yasin Gentile, the Neapolitan imam of the mosque of Mercato square, during a Da’wa in a mosque in Eboli. 
The term Da’wa indicates the action of proselytism considered a duty for any good Muslim. During this meeting 
the experience of Giovanni Madhy Manna, a Neapolitan converted to Islam, was introduced. 
In 2009, Gentile prayed for “dialogue among religions” on the International Holocaust Remembrance Day 
in front of the wall used to execute the deportees inside Auschwitz concentration camp.



During a prayer at home. Habiba El Bkiri (left) was born in Reggio Emilia from a 
Moroccan Muslim father and an Italian, communist and atheist mother. 

Giuliana Marino (right) is from Calabria, a region of South Italy.They’re roommate, 
coming from very different backgrounds but are both Sufi Muslims, 

and in Naples to study at the Eastern University in Naples.



The Eid al-Fitr is the second holiday for importance in the Islamic culture. 
It marks the end of Ramadan, the fasting month, and in Naples is usually celebrated outdoor, 
as mosques are too small. Even outside, women pray in a dedicated area.



A devotee in the mosque of Mercato square during an individual prayer.



Habiba El Bkiri. 
She was born in Reggio Emilia, from a Moroccan Muslim father 
and an Italian, communist and atheist mother. She lives an studies in Naples.



Hareth Amar in the Faculty of Architecture of the Federico II University in Naples, 
where he studies. He’s the president of the Young Muslims of Italy.



Giovanni Yunes Argano, a retired railwayman, converted to Islam in 2009 
and started to study the Arabic language. His family, practicing Catholic, 

slowly accepted his conversion, but not living with his loved ones 
his religion cause Giovanni, even after years, a sense of solitude.



Inside the mosque of Mercato square.



The Islamic Friday is the day in which Muslims go to the mosque for the public prayer of midday (Jumu’ah). 
An injured leg didn’t stop this devotee to be there, and he’s excused to do the ritual moves.



Floriana Aisha Vassallo converted to Islam in 2014. She was an atheist, 
now she studies Arabic in the mosque and think Islam gave her self-esteem. 
“In the Western world, women’s body are often objects in the hands of men. 

In the Islamic one, a woman owns her own body” she says.



G., an Italian converted to Islam, discusses with other devotees 
before the prayer of the afternoon in the mosque of corso Arnaldo Lucci.



The Friday prayer usually stops for a while the traffic in a street of the area, 
but this doesn’t seem to be a great problem for residents. 
At the end of the rite, some devotees quickly clear the road from carpets.



To name a conversion, Muslims use the verb “to come back”. 
Here is Clemente Omar Sgambato, an Italian who “came back” to Islam. 
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